Ulti-MATE Garage – STYLE & STRENGTH
Developed to add functionality, durability and modern style that exemplify true
garage styling, we proudly introduce the Ulti-MATE Garage line from BH North America.
This state of the art system offers modular flexibility to add or change your garage
system at anytime as your organizational needs change to insure maximum garage
efficiency. Garage transformation is no longer only for the car enthusiast, but for the
discerning home owner that wants their garage to be a welcoming and useable room
of the house that’s not filled with clutter– a place to work, entertain and to increase
your home value.
Through modern design, the Ulti-MATE Garage line is built using a unique process of
polyurethane coating over strong ¾” MDF doors and drawer fronts for distinct styling,
full radius cabinet profile for a clean and refined look, ¾” strong PB cabinet
construction, ¾” shelves, thermofused textured PVC laminate, MDF worktop surfaces, Euro
hardware includes adjustable hinges and pre-assemble ¾ extension ball bearing drawer
glides for ease of use and reliability, oversized brushed Chrome handles/pulls, 4” adjustable
Aluminum feet, high-end steel KD hardware for ease of assembly and high load rating, easy
to read detailed installation instructions for time savings and much more.

Ulti-MATE Garage PRO – STYLE & INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
Developed to add functionality, durability and modern style that exemplify true
garage styling, we proudly introduce the Ulti-MATE Garage PRO line from BH North
America for the most discerning projects.
This state of the art system offers modular flexibility to add or change your garage
system at anytime as your organizational needs change to insure maximum garage
efficiency. Garage transformation is no longer only for the car enthusiast, but for the
discerning home owner that wants their garage to be a welcoming and useable room
of the house that’s not filled with clutter– a place to work, entertain and to increase
your home value.
The Ulti-MATE Garage PRO line has some similar features to our Ulti-MATE Storage and UltiMATE Garage lines, but with "added horsepower" by increasing 3/4" thick shelves to 1" fully
wrapped and edge banded shelves with twice the weight load rating, full extension ball
bearing drawer glides with twice the weight load rating, twice the thickness of handles/pulls,
ability to hang lower 35" high base cabinets, 2' taller (6" ) adjustable feet and unique Silver
color cabinet fronts over Grey cabinet.
Features include; unique process of polyurethane coating over strong ¾” MDF doors and
drawer fronts for distinct styling, full radius cabinet profile for a clean and refined look, ¾”
strong PB cabinet construction, 1" shelves, thermofused textured PVC laminate, MDF
worktop surfaces, Euro hardware includes adjustable hinges and pre-assemble full extension
ball bearing drawer glides for ease of use and reliability, jumbo size brushed Chrome
handles/pulls, 6” adjustable Aluminum feet, high-end steel KD hardware for ease of
assembly and high load rating, easy to read detailed installation instructions for time
savings and much more.

Ulti-MATE Storage – STYLE & STRENGTH
Developed to add functionality, durability and modern style that exemplify true
garage styling, we proudly introduce the Ulti-MATE Storage line from BH North America.
This state of the art system offers modular flexibility to add or change your garage
system at anytime as your organizational needs change to insure maximum garage
efficiency. Garage transformation is no longer only for the car enthusiast, but for the
discerning home owner that wants their garage to be a welcoming and useable room
of the house that’s not filled with clutter– a place to work, entertain and to increase
your home value.
Developed to be consistent with cabinet spec of our popular Ulti-MATE Garage cabinet line,
but to offer a new color to celebrate our companies 100-year anniversary. Ulti-MATE
Storage differs only from Ulti-MATE Garage line in cabinet color (Starfire Pearl & Grey
versus Graphite Grey & Black) and how we applied color to cabinet front. One is not better
than other, but merely a color choice.
Through modern design, the Ulti-MATE Storage line incorporates a most unique Starfire
Pearl with Metallic color on cabinet fronts to truly turn heads in any room of the home or
business, all while providing strong cabinet construction to meet diversified uses in many
applications. Feature include; strong ¾” MDF doors and drawer fronts with unique PVC
laminate for distinct styling, full radius cabinet profile for a clean and refined look, ¾” strong
PB cabinet construction, ¾” shelves, thermofused textured PVC laminate, MDF worktop
surfaces, Euro hardware includes adjustable hinges and pre-assemble ¾ extension ball
bearing drawer glides for ease of use and reliability, oversized brushed Chrome
handles/pulls, 4” adjustable Aluminum feet, high-end steel KD hardware for ease of
assembly and high load rating, easy to read detailed installation instructions for time
savings and much more.

